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FOREWORD

_Equity of_educational or vocational opportunity is influ-
enced_by many factOrs._ Student population density, the educa-
tional philosophy of the state and local boards of education,
laws and regulations, funding _policies and procedures, and many
other factors all have a bearing on educational equality. This
report_discusses only the question of funding and its influence
on equity, with a- -clear acknowledgement that all of the above
factors -work together in determining how equally the state serves
the needs of its studentS.

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education is
pleased to provide a review of the Kansas State Department of
Education's vocational education funding system and provide some
alternative funding methods for consideration;

This report is the result of technical assistance provided
to the Kansas State Department of Education; The National Cen-
ter is indebted to Dean Prochaska, State Director of Vocational
Education, wl-o initiated this request.

This project was conducted in the Evaluation and Policy
Division of the National Center; Appreciation is extended to
Bill W. Stevenson, Senior Research Specialist at the National
Center, who served as the project director; We are grateful to
N. L. McCaslin and Floyd McKinney for their review of this re-
port. Editorial assistance was provided by Janet Kiplinger.

Finally, appreciation is extended to Marilyn Orlando, Deb-
orah Anthony, and Priscilla Ciulla who typed this report.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research in

Vocational Education
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INTRODUCTION

Equality of edudational opportunity has been a long sought

and seldom achieved goal of this country. The federal government

has, in many instances, provided ftinds for the purpose of over-

coming the inequities or defici.inces of our educational system

(through handicapped acts, vocational education acts, appropria-

tions to strengthen science and math programs, student aid

programs, and more).

States have condUcted studies; analyzed funding systems,

made special appropriations, and established commissions aimed at

equalizing and expanding educational opportunities. Working

together with local governments and with the aid of federal

legislation, states have built centers for special education and

training programs (area vocational and tedhniCal centers);

established area planning councils; supported community colleges ;

and many other such measures to ensure equity for thoSe seeking

an education. All of these efforts have resulted in movement

toward a greater balance in our educational system; however, the

struggle to establish and maintain equity must be a continuing

effort

Vast differences in the states' support of education exist

presently and are likely to increase the corning years.

January 12, 1983, Education Daily summarizes the findings of a

congressionally mandated study in the following way.



The prospects for education funding between now and
the end of the century change at each state line,
and the differences between what states spend on
schools may grow more exaggerated over time, ac-
cording to a congressionally mandated study re-
leased last week.

At the extremes, some states now spend two and
one -half times what other states spend on each ele-
mentary and secondary school student, reports the
Education Department's School Finance Project.
And, after a long period of convergence, average
spending differences among the states are now
increasing.(1)

Vocational education has been available at widely varying

levels among states and even among areas within a state. As a

matter of fact, in almost any state, one can find adjoining,

comprehensive high schools, some with no students in vocational

education and some with as many as 70 percent of its juniors and

seniors taking vocational training. These differences,

obviouSly, result from many factors, one of which is funding.

These same differences exist in the opportunities and enrollments

in vocational education at the postsecondary level. In recent

years, concern has been expressed

allocation processes have created

bility of vocational education at

levels. Some states spend barely

that the fund appropriation and

disproportions in the access i-

the secondary and postsecondary

the legal minimum (15 percent)

of federal vocational funds for postsecondary training, while

other states spend a much higher percent at the postsecondary

level.

State enrollment (VEDS) data for 1979-80 show the percentage

of students in secondary vocational programs compared to post=

secondary ranged from a high of 92 percent in secondary to a low



Of 19 percent, with only seven states reporting more postsecond

ary than secondary vocational trainees. Kansas reports that 56

percent of its students are at the secondary level.(2)

The state of Kansas, as represented by the Kansas State

Department of Education, requested the assistance of the National

Center for Research in Vocational Education in reviewing the

state's vocational education funding system and presenting some

alternative funding methods for consideration;

A senior research specialist spent one week in Kansas re-

viewing the present funding method and interviewing educational

staff at the state level. One director of an area vocational-

technical school (AVTS) was included in the interviews. The time

was spent in the state to get a general overview of funding pro-

cedures and to form some general impressions of the effects and

effectiveness of thOse procedures.

This report, in keeping with the request of the state, is

not so much a critique of the present funding system, although

some comments are made relative to that subject, as it is a re-

view of some alternative fUnding methods that may be applicable

to the present state situation. These alternatives are set in

priority order based on the author's perception of how well each

may meet the state's needs. State leaders will have to make the

final decisions based on needs and their goals for vocational

education. This report considers funding options from a broad

viewpoint, which is not, for better or worse, limited by an in-

depth understanding of present or past funding methods and ex-

periences in the state.



Funding Equity

Equity of educational or vocational opportunity is in-

flUenced by many factors. StUdent population density; the educa-

tiOnal philosophy of the state and local boards of education,

laws and regulations, funding policies and procedures, and many

other factors all have a bearing on educational equality. This

report will discuss only the question of funding and.its in=

fluence on equity, with a clear acknowledgement that all of the

above factors work together in determining how equally the state

serves the needs of its students.

The goal of achieving equality may be viewed from two

positions--equality of access or opportunity, and equality of

outcomes. This report will be limited to consideratibh8 of how a

state may improve equality of access rather than attempt to pro-

duce like outcomes among diverse groups. Another approach might

be to reduce all opportunities to the lowest common denominator.

This approach is, of course; rejected out of hand. Thus, any

method devised to increase access to vocational education for

one group must not be detrimental to another. With limited

resources, all cannot be done that should be done; but if

vocational edUcation is a priority in the state, funds must be

Made available and distributed in such a way that an equal

opportunity to benefit is available to all.

Many theories/definitions of educational equity exist.

John Senier, in a paper entitled Equity-in--Financing Basic

Edudation(3), points out that simply providing an equal number

of dollars, or buildings, or teachers is not necessarily creating

4



equity in that it ignores variances in per pupil cost, popula-

tion density, and more. Senier concludes that equity can only be

determined on a Stateby=State basis in view of what that state

considers its obligation to educate its population.

Iowa, a state having a greater proportion of its vocational

students in postsecondary education; formed a task force on voca-

tional education. Among its efforts was an analysis of the

state's equity situation.

recommended that

Their report, submitted in 1979,

the State Board complete an in-depth study to de-
velop equitable funding approaches Which en-
courage the development of appropriate vocational
programs for secondary-age students, and Which
assure the maintenance of high quality in those
programs in the years ahead.k4)

The Iowa State Board of Education appointed a Committed on

Equitable Funding and gave it a charge to

develop equitable funding approaches--which address
ditedtly the diversity of opportunity and equity of

access to quality educational opportunities_ that
prepare students of secondary age in_iowa_With
general employability and job specific SkillS.

The report; Final Report of the Study Committee on Equitable

Funding Approaches_for Vocational Education for Secondary School-

Age-Students, was issued in July 1982. This report, while

tuggetting many approaches to funding, did not ever Satisfacto-

rily define equity education or equity funding. This committee

seemed to conclude that the setting of minimum standards and

funding levels to meet those standardS would ensure equity. With

unlimited resources, this system would ensure at least some

acceptable level of access and opportunity.

5



In 1982, the Indiana State Board of Vocational and Technical

Education completed a report entitled Vocational Technical

Education Financial Study. This report, while not mentioning

equitable funding, does

review the current system of financing vocational-
teChnical education, develop the necessary informa-
tion to project the current and long -range finan-
cial needs, and recommend the most appropriate
method or- methods of distributing available re-
sources.(6)

A report entitled Descriptive Study of Federal, State, and

Local FUndS for Vocational _Education, under sponsorship of the

Naticirial InStitute of Education; sheds further light on the

issues discussed in this report. The study, conducted by the

School of Education, University of California, Berkeley,

illustrates the diversity and complexity of the funding systems

used to support occupational training in this country. A state

must be concerned with complying with the law in the distribution

of federal vocational funds; however, this report states that

as of 1978-79, no state was using a fundS distri-
bution procedure free of technical difficulties,
arbitrary judgments, unexplained calcUlatiOn8;
questionable interpretations of federal laW, or
inaccurate or inappropriate data.(7)

Reports made at the American Education Finande Asocia-

tion meeting in Washington, D.C. in March 1983 question the

long-range effects of states' efforts to reform funding pro-

cedures to produce more equitable education expenditures; As

reported in Education Daily, researchers found that reforms

initiated in the early 19708 did decrease disparities in per-

pupil spending through most of that decade. However, those



disparities grew in the early 1980s SO that by 1982, the SituL==

tion was not much different from ten years earlier. (8)

The reasons for this loss of equity, based on per-pupil ex-

penditurei researchers reported, are twofold: state legislatures

altered their school finance goals and some school districts

exercised local options to raise more revenues. Continual review

and adjustment are necessary to maintain long-term equity. Any

system designed to ensure equity may be self-defeating in that

some school diStrictS continue to do more and more, while others

do less and less to support schools locally.

It is interesting to note that the Congress asks the states

to apply different criteria for the distribution of funds than

the federal government uses in its disbursement formula. Two

fa:tors determine the distribution of vocational monies to the

states: (1) age distribution of the population (training and

working ages) and (2) personal income per capita. A state's

allOcatiOn bears no relationship to the size of its vocational

education system, its state and local expenditures for vocational

education, the number of students with special needs enrolled,

or the economic conditions of the state (except as measured by

per capita income);

On the other hand, states are charged with distribution

of funds to local schools on the basis of location in an eco=

nomically depressed area, new program offerings, relative

financial ability, and concentrations of low-income families or

individuals. The National Institute Education study mentioned

7



previously found that, even When states technically satisfied

the congressional Mandate, the degrea to Which they met these

requirements varied greatly. It was also found in some instances

that, where federal funds were allocated in accordance With the

factors specified by law the distribution of state fundt was

used to offset the effects of such allocation where they are

needed most.

This brief review of tIle literature illustrates the fact

that the distribution of funds for vocational education is little

understood, poorly regulated, and largely a state-determined

process. ThUS, the state of Kansas may decide, within certain

ill-defined and Unmeasurable guidelines, how it wisheS to spend

those dollar§ appropriated for vocational education.

An acceptable definition of equitable funding is difficult

to articulate and even more difficult to achieve. Obviously the

federal government does not consider equal as equitable since the

1976 AMendMents clearly state that uniforth distribution of fed-

eral funds to eligible recipients is unacceptable (P.L. 94-482,

See. 106 (a)(5)(A)).' Thus, it appears that at the federal level

equity must be based on need.

Many states are concerned about and attempting to achieve

equity between secondary and postsecondary funding for vocational

education. The 1976 AMendMentS reserve a minimum of 15 perdent

for providing vocational education to persons who have completed

or left high schdbl or who are employed or already in the labor

market (the postsecondary set-aside). This figure obviously

lacks both realiSm and equity when we consider the fact that



vocational education serves over six million postsecondary

students, compared with ten million secondary students.(9)

State reports give a confusing picture of the meaning of

_

equitable funding. The IOW& report of the Committee on Equitable

Funding indicates that equity consists of opportunity and access

to quality vocational education; but then limits its consider-

AtiOn to school -age students. A study in California(10) sets

forth the idea that the formula developed must be equitable but

does not define the term. Senier attempts to define equity in

terms of economic 'theories and then proceeds to show how each

theory is inadequate. He finally concludes; "Inequity exists

only if a state is in violation of its own constitution." (11)

A recent study of funding needs in Indiana(12) makes a strong

point for increased funding but does not get into the question of

equity. The report does express concern over the large number of

people who need training and are not being served.

One additional factor must be injected into this consider-

ation of equity of vocational eduCation funding - -the "human

factor." There are school administrators and community decision

makers who will, to the liMit of their resources, provide as much

vocational education in their school as is needed. Other admin-

istrators and canmunities will provide vocational education only

When it is economicany advantageous to do so; Thus; funding

arrangements must provide for the additional cost for all groups

and levels in order to avoid concentration of vocational

education for some and limited amounts for others.



For the purpose of this report it is assumed that
what is being sought is equal opportunities for
vocational education for all students regardless of
location or level and the role that funding plays
in the establishment of this equality.

This section has presented information on equitable funding

from the viewpoint of other states and from the national view-

point. The most obvious conclusion is that many are studying the

question without clear-cut definition to guide that study. An-

other serious dichotomy is in deciding whether to treat everyone

"equally" and help those most who need the most help.

There are intervening variables that influence equality of

opportunity for vocational education--density of population,

cost of programs, attitude of community and school administra-

tion, and so forth. An equitable funding system must therefore

be devised that takes into account constraints to equity, as well

as the state's priorities.

Kansas Vocational Education Delivery System

Kansas has 306 unified school districts (USD), 222 of 4hich

provide some state-approved and state-supported vocational edu-

cation. There are thirteen area vocational-technical schools

(ANTS) in the state. Nine are type I, meaning they are part of

one USD, while the other four are made up of several school dis-

tricts. There are nineteen community colleges in Kansas.

Over fifty-two thousand secondary students were served by

vocational education in the 1981-82 schoolyear. Slightly over

ten thousand of these students were in AVTS's. Over half of the

total enrollment of secondary students was in consumer/homemaking

16
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programs which had over twenty-seven thousand students. Eight

thousand plus were in agriculture. Less than one=fOurth of the

secondary students in vocational education were in direct train-

ing for an occupation Other than in agriculture.

Atea Vocational-technical schools serve approximately 50

percent secondary and 50 percent postsecondary students ten

thousand plus of each). The proportion of secondary students

Attending AVTS's varies from practically zero to over 95 percent.

AVTS's also serve over seventeen thousand adults. The nineteen

community colleges serve nearly fourteen thousand postsecondary

vocational students and almost four thousand adults.(13)

Kansas Funding System

Since this report is being presented to individuals in the

state who know the Kansas vocational education funding system in

great detail, only a general description of funding will be

given. (141/ Disparities, where they exist, will be pointed out.

More emphasis will be placed upon identifying and analyzing

alternatives to the present funding procedures.

Kansas now distributes federal funds to eligible recipients

on the basis of annual, local applications that comply with P.L.

94-482. These applications serve as the local proposals for use

of federal, state, and local vocational education funds for the

ensuing fiscal year; as the long-range plan for vocational educa-

tion; and as the agreement between the Kansas State Board of Edu-

cation and the loCal schoOl diStridt or Other elligible recipient.

The State Board gives priority to the following applicants.

11



1. Thoge located in economically depressed areas with
high rates of unemployment and without the ability
to provide resources necessary to meet the voca-
tional education needs of the area without federal
assistance

2. Those proposing programs that are new to the area
to be served and designed to meet new and emerging
human resource needs

Vocational education programs in unified -School districts may be

partially supported from state and federal vocational education

reimbursement funds. Local unified school districts have the

authority to transfer funds from the general fund to the voca-

tional fund for vocational program support. Unified school dis-

tricts may provide vocational education to their students through

cooperative -agreements with the area vocational-technical school

or on a tuition basis.

Programs in area vocational-technical schools are funded

through the use of postsecondary state aid, student tuition, co-

operating unified school district funds, and state and federal

reimbursement funds. State reimbursement funds are appropriated

by the state legislature. Postsecon nary state aid allocated to

area vocational technical school programs is established at 85

percent of the costs for postsecondary programs. AVTS's receive

support in the following proportions:

16.8% State vocational aid
6.0% Federal vocational aid

27.8% Postsecondary aid
24.8% Student tuition
24.6% Other (contracts, special projects,

outlay, etc.)

The proportion of state and federal funding provided varies

widely between schools from a low of 34 percent to a high of 84

percent in either category (the average is 68 percent). This

12
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means that local support for vocational education in the AVTS's

varies from 16 percent to 66 percent.

Vocational programs carried out in community colleges are

funded by the state through the credit hour aid system initiated

by the state legislature. The rate per credit hour is estab-

lished by legislation and applied to postsecondary or adult stu-

dents enrolled in courses that are part of an approved vocational

program at the community colleges. Community colleges also may

levy up to two mills in local taxes for funds to support vOca=

tional programs and services. Community colleges receive no fed-

eral vocational fund for programs. They are funded on the basis

of cost per credit hour, with vocational programs funded at one

and one-half times the academic per-hOur cost.

Primary sources of income for community colleges in 1982

were as follows:

4.3%
50.8%
38. 2%
Unknown

Special projects and adult federal
State postsecondary aid
Local vocational mill levy
Local student tuition

aid

Fund allocation to regular secondary and postsecondary,

nondegree programs is based on the following formula.

DV = FTE(ATP X .40) + (LIF + (EDA X .20) + (NP_X__;201
TSP Points

DV Dedithal_valUation. Decimal fraction representing a school
diSttict'S proportional share of the funds available for the
state.

FTE Full-time equivalent; The number of full-time students en-
rolled in the vocational programs covered by approved
applications for that school.

ATP Ability to pay. A number representing a 1 to 10 rating for
that school based on wealth per student as determined by
Local Education Finance Section of Kansae Department of
Education.

13



LIF Low- income families. A number repteSenting_a 1 to 10 rating
for that school base on perCt-zitageS_of students receiving
free or reduced price Cafeteria lunches

EDA Economically depressed area. A number representing a 1 to
10 rating based on latest unemployment figures for that
school district.

NP New program. Only education agencies starting approved, new
vocational programs will earn points for this factor in the
formula. A value factor on a scale of 3 to 10 assigned to
new programs based on relative start-up costs and human
resource needs.

TSP Total state points. The sum of all points earned by all
programs in the state as calculatd by the formula.

The decimal valuation (DV) for each school is multiplied by

the. number of federal dollars available for distribution in thiS

category to obtain the amount of money earned by the schdbl

trict (entitlement). Other formulas are used to calculate diS-=

burSement of funds for consumer homemaking and other target

groups. The disbursement of federal and state vocational funds in

1982 is shown in table 1.

TABLE 1

EXPENDITURES FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN 1982

USD AVTS
Source _Dollars__ Percent Dollars Percent Total_

Federal 980,500 37 1,669,500 63 2;650;000

State formula 751,663 13 4,984,414 87 5,736,077

aid

Equalization 5,714,000 100 5,714,000

aid

Postsecondary 8,534,093 100 8,524,093

aid

Total 7,446,163 33 15,178,007 67 22,624,170

14



While the law says that the AVTS shall serve the vocational

education needs of all secondary, postsecondary, and adult stu-

dents, with limited resources, this is imposSible. As decisions

are made as to who shall be served, inequities inevitably develop

(one AVTS had no secondary students and one had less than 5

percent postsecondary enrollments). As Secondary schools are

asked to pay tuition for students to Attend an AVTS (ranging

from $1.48 to $2.38 per hour), decisions are made that permit

some students to receive training while others may not.

Inequities begin to_be most unacceptable When an
individual student does not have an opportunity
equal to that of all other students to receive
vocational or technical training.

Equitable Funding for Vocational -E ducationi_nKansas

This section of the report will present a number of alter-

natives that should be considered in reorganizing the vocational

funding system for Kansas. Some of-these suggestions may require

changes in the law, while others may require evaluation or man=

agement information systems that are only partially in place. If

the state is serious, as it appears to be, these limitations can

be overcome.

Observations_

First, some general observationS are presented based on the

author's state interviews, observations, and reviews of Kansas

and other states' funding dOcUments.

I. The present fUnding system makes it economically

advantageous for area vocational technical schools

15
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to give preference to postsecondary students. With 50

percent of Kansas's secondary students not continuing

their education changes should be initiated statewide

that will make funding equal for any student choosing to

attend one of the state AVTS'.

2. Additional funding alone will not correct the problem of

inequity. While additional funds are needed, the system

of distribution should be reorganized first.

3. The system of deducting the amount of federal vocational

aid before figuring the dollars of state funda for an

AVTS is, in effect, supplanting federal monies and cir-

cumventing the intent of federal legislation.

4. The role of AVTS's and community colleges must be mcre

clearly defined. Schools having or seeking designation

as both will only confuse the issue. One policy should

be established that clarifies the role and purpose'of

each

5. The state should provide for the development of a master

plan for vocational education in Kansas. This plan

would designate what is to be done in priority order,

who is to do it, and how it will be paid for. This would

facilitate putting all vocational monies together and

providing funding on the basis of state priorities.

6. All institutions should be held accountable for using

vocational funds for vocational education. Evaluation

on the basis of prespecified outcomes (via a master

16



plan) should be strongly considered in decisions to

continue programs.

7. The state should consider reinstating local taxing

provisions for area vocational technical schools. And

local school districts should become a part of an AVTS

district through this base.

Survey Of Users on Funding Policy

Kansas should consider collecting data from users on how

they feel funds for vocational education should be used. In a

recent study of vocational educators in Illinois the Illinois

State Advisory Council for Vocational Education (SACVE) provided

inforMation that could be very useful in developing a funding

system A review of the Illinois SACVE findings reveals the

f011owing information on how those surveyed feel fundS should be

used.

Order of importance for support of present programs.

Highest - Maintenance of ongoing programs

Lowest - Special programs and services for target

populations

(Start of new programs was not listed as a choice)

2. Order of importance of overall support.

Highest - Maintenance of ongoing programs

Second - Expansion of programs

Lowest - NeW programs

3. In case reduction of funds is required what method would

be preferred?

17



Highest - "across the board"

Lowest - Target few top priorities and fund only those

4. Response to criteria Bar funding dediSiona.

Highest - Student enrollment

LOWest - Low economic conditions

(Note: almost directly opposite to federal: criteria.)

5. Importance of funding vocational edUcation activities.

Highest - Skill training at eleventh and twelfth grades

Lowest - Sex equity and other accessibility activities

(Note: 78 percent of respondents were from secondary

schools.) (15)

As would be expected a survey of practitioners finds them

primarily concerned with maintenance of present operations and/or

expansion--"doing more of the same." Practitioners in this study

showed the least interest in change and in meeting the needs of

those most in need Of assistance. The state, in many instances,

may have to go against this attitude if it is to bring about im-

provement, but state leaders should be aware of how local prac-

titioners feel.

Funding Alternatives

The state should consider one or a combination of several of

the following alternatives* for funding vocational education in

Kansas. (16)

Alternative 1: The Kansas State Board for Vocational
Education should establish priorities for what is to be
done and who should do it, and funding on the basis of
that set of priorities.

*These alternatives are in priority order based on the author's
perceptions of state and local conditions and needs.
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This can best be done if all state and federal vocational funds

are considered as one lump sum without specified divisions b

tween USDS, AVTS's and community colleges. A score could be

calculated for each type of program to determine that programs

share the total amount available.

Example of Priorities

Priority Score

1. Technical training for 30
"high-tech" jobs

2. Skill training for
industrial jobs

3. Training for jobs in
service areas

4. Training for jobs in
agriculture

Institution(s)

Community college
AVTS postsecondary

25 USD
AVTS postsecondary

20 USD
AVTS
CoMMunity college

15

5. Prevocational experiences 10

USD_
Avr s

USD

Priorities would be established within each of the above area:;.

A score would double if a new program were to be established.

Additional points would be given for programs serving target

groups; economically depressed areas, and other special areas.

Federal dollars could be used exclusively for these purposes, as

discussed in the additional consideration below. The number of

programs of each type needed would be established based on occu-

pational demand and student desire. Thus a program would be

funded depending upon its score and the amount of money in the

pot.

Additional Consideration: Federal funds should be
used primarily to fund new programs to meet new
and emerging demands of the service area.
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Programs meeting the above criteria, and having indications

of strong hiring commitment from employers, would be funded at

some declining percentage over the years. (Example: Year 1 - 75

percent, Year 2 - 50 percent, Year 3 - 25 percent.) Programs of

medium priority would be funded less strongly, and low-=priority

programs would be phased out.

Alternative 2: Programs should be funded on the basis
of need, cost, and ability to pay.

This alternative, again, will work most effectively if all

_
vocational funds are unified and disbursed through the state

board for vocational education. In this alternative, need would

be based upon (1) employment opportunities as indicated by a

local survey or statewide data and (2) student desires for train-

ing in the demand areas.

Cost would be influenced by the type of program (equipment,

instruction, space, offide) and Whether the program was ongoing

or new. Weightings to determine cost should consider--

o program,
o instruction,
o equipment, _

o utilities and space,
o supplies,
o special needs students enrolled,
o program improvement activities,
o start-up costs for new programs.

The ability to pay would depend upon assessed valuation for

taxes and other funds available. A combination of the above

factors=-=need, cost, and ability to pay--would constitute the
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base for calculating funding in this alternative.

Alternative 3: Programs should be funded on the le
basis of the level of achievement of outcomes.

This would require the establishment of a set of agreed upon

outcomes (placement in jobs related to training, continuing

training related, etc.). These outcomes, considered to be the

measure of achievement for all programs, would be the basis for

the vocational education data and evaluation system. This alter-
-

native would depend upon a data system that effectively measured

the extent to Which each program achieved the specified objec-

tives. This system would reward the more effective programs and

_
eliminateeliminate those programs that were least effective.

Additional Consideration: Funds should be
allocated on the basis of program improvement
needs identified by the program evaluation system.

To modify, somewhat, the effects of alternative 3, the state

would initiate a system of assisting less effective programs in

making improvements. This additional consideration would mean

that funds to make recommended improvements (to update equipment,

update teachers, or improve instructional materials) would be

included in the disbursement formula. This would require an

evaluation system that makes recommendations for program

improvement for each vocational offering

ATternative 4: Programs funded on the basis of
increases in the proportion of students taking
vocational education.
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A school that could show an increase in the proportion or

number of students in vocational education would have programs

funded on the basis of that increase. This would be a strong

incentive to schools to offer more vocational education.

Summary

Any alternative chosen should, ideally, produce the same

outcome regardless of who performs the calculations. Further-

more, others ought to be able to understand how a particular

outcome was produced. In addition--
_-

o each variable should be clearly defined;

o the formula should be easily understood;

the data used should be available, current, and

reliable;

o data should be geographically specific; and

o outcomes should be stable over time.

A formula per se is no guarantee of fair or more equitable

allocation of funds. The nature of the formula (alternatives)

and the objectivity of the data and calculations do help to move

programs in certain intended directions. Those making decisions

on the distribution of vocational resources must continue to be

alert to inequities and po8Sible; unintended consequences of

these deciSions;

This report has reviewed selected literature on the subject

of state and federal funding. A discussion of past experience

and theories of equitable funding is included. The vocational

funding system in Kansas is described briefly and several obser-

vations relating to that system are made.
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1. The present funding system makes it advantageous
for area vocational technical schools to enroll
postsecondary students in preference to secondary
students.

2. Additional funding will not, alone, solve the problem
of inequity.

The system of deducting the federal vocational dollars
a school receives before calculating state aid is,
in effect, circumvent%ng federal legislative intent.

4. The role of AVTS and community colleges must be more
clearly defined.

5. The state should provide for the development of
master plan for vocational education in Kansas.

6. All institutions should be held accountable for using
vocational funds for vocational education.

This report also presents several funding alternativeS for

consideration in creating a more equitable funding system. The

alternatives are reiterated here:

Priority 1: The Kansas State Board of _Vocational
Education should establish prioritieS for_ what iS_
to be done and Who should do it, and Should provide
funding on the basis of that set of priorites.

An additional consideration states that federal funds should

be used primarily to fund new programs to meet new and emerging

demands.

Priority 2: Programs_ should be funded on the basis of
heed, cost, and ability to pay

Priority 3: Programs should be funded on the basis of
level of achievement of outcomes.

An additional consideration would be to provide funds for

recommended improvements for less effective programs.

Priority 4: Programs would be funded on the basis of
increases in the proportion of students taking
vocational education.
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Finally, it is concluded that equitable funding can be most

effectively established if all state and federal vocational

monies are pooled, though not intermingled, and if programs are

funded on the basis of the system thought to be most appropriate

for Kansas. While the proposed alternative funding methods have

been set in a priority order in this report, the final decision

of what will work best for Kansas must be made by leaders of that

state.
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